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Executive Summary
The Martin School of Public Policy and Administration is subject to reaccreditation from
the Network of Schools of Public Policy, Affairs, and Administration (NASPAA) every seven
years. To initiate the reaccreditation process, the Martin School must conduct a programmatic
self-study that analyzes the program’s mission, governance, faculty, students, competencies,
resources, and communication. The self-study is beneficial not only for the purpose of
reaccreditation but also can better inform the school’s strategic planning process
To assist in providing the self-study relevant data, the Martin School can solicit
information from its alumni. Alumni data can be used to establish how well the school is meeting
the standards set in its mission statement and provide context to its plans for strategic
improvement. The Martin School possesses a diverse alumni base that that spans back to the
school’s founding in 1976 and thus has the ability to collect comprehensive information on its
progress to date.
To facilitate information gathering from its alumni, an online survey instrument was
developed. The survey questions focused on the alumni perspectives of their Martin School
education and career outcomes. In order to obtain a comprehensive array of data on these
themes, the survey was sent to every alumnus in the Martin School’s alumni listserv. In total,
172 alumni (27.3% of those with valid contact information on listserv) responded to the survey.
Findings from the survey show that the Martin School is performing well in achieving its
mission with high ratings being given on the value of the degree and the quality of instruction
received while enrolled. The survey data also revealed insights for the Martin School to better
engage with alumni, recruit prospective students, and serve current students.
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Problem Statement
The Martin School of Public Policy and Administration is tasked every seven years with
pursuing re-accreditation of its Master of Public Administration (MPA) program through the
Network of Schools of Public Policy, Affairs, and Administration (NASPAA), a membership
organization. The Commission on Peer Review and Accreditation (COPRA) of NASPAA is the
accreditor of graduate education programs in public policy, public affairs, public administration,
and public & nonprofit management. As part of the reaccreditation process, MPA graduate
programs must conduct a self-study. The data in the self-study, which includes an analysis of a
program’s mission, governance, faculty, students, competencies, resources, and
communication, is used by COPRA for decisions on reaccreditation.
In addition to re-accreditation, the self-study serves as a natural checkpoint for the
Martin School to internally assess its performance on achieving its mission and inform its faculty
and administration on how best to structure its program for future success.
The Martin School lists two mission statements that serve as the overarching guidance
for its operations.
The first mission statement applies to the entirety of the school’s operations:
“The Martin School of Public Policy and Administration excels in research, education, and
service by applying our intellectual and other resources to public policy and management
issues.
We accomplish our unique purpose by:
•

Engaging in cutting-edge, policy analytic research.

•

Preparing students in our Master of Public Administration, Master of Public Policy, and
Doctoral Programs in Public Policy and Administration to be future leaders able to bridge
the gap between analysis and action.

•

Providing service to the Commonwealth of Kentucky, nation, and international
communities.
4

•

Providing an innovative environment reflective of commitment, strategic thinking, and
integrity in public service.”

The Martin School also maintains a mission statement specific to its MPA program:
“The Martin School's Master of Public Administration program prepares future public and
nonprofit leaders who are committed to integrity and excellence in public policy, public financial
analysis, and public management.
To accomplish our mission we:
•

Foster commitment to public service and excellence in public policy and administration.

•

Prepare both pre-service and in-service students to provide professional leadership in
public policy and administration at all levels of government, in not-for-profit organizations,
and in the public service-related activities of profit-seeking enterprises.

•

Enhance the knowledge and problem solving capabilities of our students by focusing on
policy analytic and public financial management skills so they can function effectively as
analysts, managers, and leaders.”

To assess its performance in accomplishing its mission statements, the Martin School
has historically solicited the opinion of alumni to provide perspectives on how the program has
prepared them to succeed in their careers. However, a comprehensive review of the outcomes
and perspectives of the Martin School’s extensive alumni base has not been completed. Rather,
input from alumni has been historically gathered on a limited basis by only targeting small
groups of alumni. Without a comprehensive array of data on alumni outcomes and perspectives,
Martin School faculty and administrators are unable to fully assess the performance and
experience of their graduates and thus are limited on their ability to build on the graduate
program’s strengths, capitalize on its opportunities, address its weaknesses, and mitigate its
threats.
Information gathered from a survey can provide the Martin School critical feedback on
how alumni value their educational experience and degree. This data could be potentially used
5

Additionally, the Martin School can learn what job skills are commonly held by its graduates as a
way to ensure its curriculum maintains relevance to the conditions of its graduates’ usual work
environment.
Specific data could be obtained on topics such as career placement, work experiences,
on-going educational needs, and income. In-depth analysis of these data points can inform the
Martin School about subjects like the proximity of alumni to Lexington, the type of skills typically
required by its graduates, or if there are trending opinions on the school’s performance.
The questions then that this capstone seeks to address are two-fold: 1) How has the
Martin School fared in achieving its mission through its graduate programs? and 2) What
strategic insights can be obtained from alumni perspectives to best structure the program for
future success?

Literature Review
The accreditation process for NASPAA affiliated graduate programs has historically
been based on a system of reporting input and resource-based information. However, this
model has evolved to an accreditation system that places greater importance on the outputs
and outcomes of the program through the assessment of a program’s ability to meet provide
graduates core competencies consistent with the program’s mission (Powel & St. Germain,
2016).
The current NASPAA standards of accreditation (2009) has set these core competencies
as the following: to lead and manage in public governance; to participate in and contribute to the
policy process; to analyze synthesize, think critically, solve problems, and make decisions; to
articulate and apply a public service perspective; and to communicate and interact productively
with a diverse and changing workforce and citizenry (Powel & St. Germain, 2016).
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NASPAA member programs are provided flexibility in how they address these core
competencies such as how they link their program mission to outcomes through their strategic
planning process. NASPAA standards require that its member programs seek reaccreditation
every seven year with a major component of this process being the program’s self-study of its
operations based on these competencies. Within the official NASPAA self-study instructions are
seven specific standards that must be addressed. These standards are: managing the program
strategically; matching governance with the mission; matching operations with the mission:
faculty performance, matching operations with the mission: serving students; matching
resources with the mission; and matching communications with the mission--provide the
direction of how programs can align their missions to their outcomes (NASPAA Self Study
Instructions, 2017).
The completion of the self-study is useful not only to the reaccreditation process but is
also an effective tool for the program to collect useful data that can inform its strategic planning
processes. How a program completes its self-study varies, but alumni surveys are commonly
utilized to collect indirect evidence on the outcome of students (Powel & St. Germain, 2016).
The survey is considered a cost-effective system that can meet the needs of programs
at both the institutional and department level and can provide a way to reevaluate and align the
program’s collective strategies to ensure growth in performance (Volkwein, 2009). Generally,
these types of alumni surveys revolve around the following levels of assessment: satisfaction
with employment, satisfaction with the degree-granting institution, and the extent of how
graduates are participating in civic activities (Cabrera, Weerts, & Zulick, 2005).
According to Volkwein, a strategy of alumni engagement has validity with both internal
and external stakeholders. Externally, it can provide useful data to inform a program’s strategies
for accreditation/reaccreditation, fundraising, and recruitment of prospective students. Internally,
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alumni studies can better inform the design of a program’s curriculum, administrative policies,
and support programs (Volkwein, 2009).
The survey method assumes that institutional quality and effectiveness can be directly
assessed through alumni experiences and accomplishments. However, surveys are subject to
factors that may limit its validity such as changing alumni perceptions over time and correlating
overall job and life satisfaction with satisfaction of the education received at the program.
(Cabrera, Weerts, & Zulick, 2005).
However, Cabrera, et al. argue that with increased pressure for education programs to
demonstrate their effectiveness to multiple stakeholders, survey data can provide an effective
way to communicate its ability to meet certain competencies. (Cabrera, Weerts, & Zulick, 2005).

The Survey Instrument Design
For programs choosing to utilize an alumni outcome survey to support their self-study,
additional care must be given to the survey design process. For example, Volkwein notes that
longer range surveys are better able to provide relevant and useful aggregate information for
programs with a smaller number of graduates. Additionally, studies utilizing a survey instrument
must consider the ability to elicit a robust response rate from alumni. For instance, a survey of
two pages may provide too little information, while five pages may discourage response rates.
Moreover, it is considered customary to allow the survey respondents to complete the survey
through an online or paper-based delivery system (Volkwein, 2009).

NASPAA Alumni Outcome Information
NASPAA conducts on-going data collection efforts of alumni cohorts three years out
from graduation. This information is collected through the cooperation of its member programs
8

and the resulting data is released each year. The standardization of the NASPAA collected
allows for a comparative analysis of a program among its peers.
For example, the 2017 NASPAA Alumni Survey Data includes information on current
employment status, employment sector, job responsibilities, salary, universal competencies
preparation, levels of satisfaction across a variety of metrics, consideration of contributing
factors to success, and motivation for seeking the degree. (NASPAA, 2017)
However, this data is limited to academic cohorts from the past few years and therefore
a comparison of historical trends is unavailable. Still, NASPAA data can provide a benchmark
for current performances by other accredited MPA programs.

Research Design
The use of a survey instrument was selected to gather information on the perspectives
and outcomes of the Martin School’s alumni base. The study itself was specific to the alumni of
the Martin School’s Master of Public Administration, Master of Public Policy (MPP), and Master
of Health Administration (MHA) graduate programs. While a Master of Health Administration is
no longer an offered degree within the Martin School, the school maintains a relationship with
the alumni of the program and therefore data from this group was deemed valuable to still
include.
Graduates of only the Martin School’s Certificate of Public Financial Management,
Certificate of Non-Profit Management, Master of Public Financial Management, and PhD
program were not included in the survey population. This population group was excluded
primarily to account for the differences in educational histories and experiences that are
inherent with certificate and PhD holders and might complicate the analysis of the survey
findings. Further, the Martin School’s certificate and Master of Public Financial Management
9

program are relatively new and thus did not contain a number of alumni that is significant
enough to collect relevant information.
To mitigate potential low response rates and encourage a diverse and comprehensive
range of data, the entire population of alumni who graduated with a master’s degree in public
administration, public policy, and/or health administration were invited to participate in the study.
Survey Implementation
The survey instrument was deployed through the online platform Qualtrics which
provided the research study a cost-effective and efficient way to invite Martin School alumni to
engage with the survey. Alumni contact information was retrieved from the Martin School’s
alumni listserv which includes primary and secondary email addresses.
Over the course of a four-week period, respondents were invited by email to complete
the survey. To establish the legitimacy of the study, the survey invitation included an
introduction letter from the Martin School to explain the purpose and value of the survey.
Additionally, the Martin School’s social media accounts and website were used to advertise the
existence of the survey and encourage a greater response rate.

Survey Design
The survey was designed through consultation with the faculty and administration of the
Martin School to determine the usefulness of each question and mitigate any concerns of
confidentiality. Specific questions were transposed from existing NASPAA survey guidance
material and previous Martin School alumni survey efforts to provide data uniformity for
comparative analyses. Additional questions were added as deemed relevant and appropriate.
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The survey was subject to the University of Kentucky’s Institutional Review Board (IRB)
process. A formal application was submitted to the IRB which included a copy of the survey
instrument, advertising material, the survey cover letter, and details about the research design,
research staff, and standards to protect the confidentiality and privacy of the survey
respondents. On March 15, 2019, the IRB issued its approval for the research project to
proceed as presented in the application.
The survey was designed to solicit information on alumni education history, satisfaction,
and career outcomes. Education history data was included in the survey to serve primarily as an
identifier for cross tabulated analyses with career outcomes and alumni satisfaction information.
Specific questions included in the education history section asked for responses on things such
as time elapsed since graduation, student status while enrolled, degree obtained, and pre- and
post- graduate degree factors. The answers to these questions were used to build a profile of
the survey’s respondents and inform further analyses of the aggregated data findings.
The survey questions within the alumni satisfaction category were constructed to enlist
feedback on the Martin School’s performance on several key metrics such as student services
and the quality of education received. Survey findings within this section were designed to
provide the primary source of feedback on the school’s operations.
The career outcomes section served to identify post-graduation experiences of Martin
School alumni. Specific survey questions asked for information such as employment sector and
location, required job skills, and income. Data findings from this section can inform the Martin
School’s marketing and alumni relations efforts. Further, alumni outcome data can influence the
structure of Martin School course objectives so that they better align with post-graduation job
requirements and experiences.
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The included survey sections also allow for an extensive amount of layered analysis
when cross tabulated. For example, career outcomes and alumni perspectives can be analyzed
by the year range of graduation to identify any resulting trends.

Confidentiality and Privacy
Assurances of confidentiality and privacy to the respondents was integral to the success
of the survey. Though the survey results were anonymized to protect the identity of the
individual responding to the survey, further steps were taken to safeguard against the possibility
that some answers might be used as personal identifiers. To accomplish this, certain answer
choices were broadened to include ranges of answers. For example, instead of providing their
exact year of graduation, survey respondents were asked if they graduated 0-9 years ago, 1019 years ago, or over 20 years ago. All data from the survey is presented in aggregate form as
another way to safeguard the identity of the survey participants.

Analysis, Findings, and Limitations
The Martin School Alumni Survey was officially launched on March 18, 2019. The survey
was emailed directly to the primary email addresses of the 685 alumni on the Martin School’s
Master of Public Administration, Master of Public Policy, and Master of Health Administration
programs listserv. No email addresses existed, however, for 414 alumni in the Martin School’s
database. Of the emails sent, 79 were returned as undeliverable. In most cases these were
email addresses that were linked to a school or work account that had been deactivated since
their original collection.
Of the 79 individuals with undeliverable email addresses, 21 had secondary email
addresses listed with the Martin School. The survey was sent out to these individuals’
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secondary email addresses on March 25, 2019. Six of the secondary email addresses were
ultimately returned as undeliverable.
In an effort to solicit the participation of alumni who had not registered valid email
addresses with the Martin School or may not have noticed the initial survey invitation, social
media messages were posted to advise that the survey was in progress. Alumni were able to
contact the Martin School directly to provide their current email address. This strategy resulted
in two corrected email addresses being added to the survey. A reminder was also sent after
three weeks of the initial launch to remind alumni that the survey was still ongoing.
As of April 11, 2019, the survey recorded a 27.3% response rate of the 623 alumni with
valid email addresses. Of the 172 surveys started, 160 were completed in full. Twelve survey
responses were started but were not finished, giving the survey a 93% completion rate.
Reasons for the unfinished surveys could be attributed to the length of the survey, the inability
of the survey to sustain the attention of the participants, or uncomfortableness with the
questions asked. The partial data provided in incomplete surveys was included in the final
survey results after after a certain period of inactivity.
Profile of Survey Respondents
The majority of survey respondents were graduates of the Martin School’s Master of
Public Administration program (78.4%) and attended the Martin School as full-time students.
While there was significant representation from each of the survey’s graduation “eras”, a
plurality of participants listed that they graduated 0-9 years ago (47.2%).
The majority of survey respondents also reported that they entered the Martin School
with significant full-time work experience with 50.9% saying that they possessed two or more
years of experience before enrollment. A significant number of respondents (33.3%) also
continued to work full time while enrolled.
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One of the most interesting findings in the education history section was the diversity of
undergraduate degrees held by alumni. While political science (21.6%) and economics (11.6%)
were the most commonly listed degrees, 63 unique degrees were also represented. These
degrees range from everything from Arts Administration to Agriculture Public Service and
Leadership.
Alumni Perspectives
The survey asked participants to value what their Martin School education experience
had on their career. For example, when asked if they thought their Martin School degree was
useful in attaining their career objectives, 81.8% reported that it was either “helpful” or “very
helpful”. Further, 93.7% commented that the body of knowledge that they gained in the Martin
School was equal to or greater than expected.
The survey also asked alumni to reflect on how well their education experience equipped
them with the skills needed in their careers. Overall, alumni responded very favorably with
91.7% commenting that the practical skills that they gained were “equal to” or “greater” than
expected. Further, when asked to rate the relevance of Martin School courses on their careers,
survey participants gave an average 7.41 rating on a 1-10 scale (with 10 indicating the most
relevance).
The survey respondents were also asked about the most favorable attributes of the
Martin School’s reputation. The majority of respondents reported that the program best
characteristics were the quality of its program, the quality of its faculty, and student/faculty
interactions. To a lesser degree, survey participants also favorably rated the quality of facilities,
student social events, internship opportunities, and professional development.
Another emphasis of this survey section was to provide the data on the Martin School
can better engage with alumni and potential students. For example, alumni responding to the
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survey noted that online research was their primary method for learning about the Martin
School. Further, when asked about potential opportunities for continuing education through the
Martin School, survey participants responded most favorably to the idea of courses on strategic
planning, program evaluation, and statistical analysis.

Alumni Outcomes
The third section of the survey focused on the career outcomes alumni post-graduation
from the Martin School. The data derived from the survey respondents’ answers was primarily
designed to show how well the Martin School is faring in its mission to prepare students for
success.
The survey results found Martin School graduates are performing very well in job
placement one year after graduation with only 3.8% reporting that they remained unemployed
after this period.
While a diverse amount of employment sectors are represented in the survey data, a
plurality of respondents (36.1%) said they work in the non-profit sector. Moreover, most of those
surveyed said that they work in the fields of education, health, and community, economic and/or
workforce development.
With the Martin School’s mission referencing analytics as one of its core activities, the
survey also asked respondents who conduct statistical analysis as part of their job to report the
statistical program that they typically use. Excel was found to be most used program while
programs such as Stata, SAS, SPSS, and R collectively comprised of about 26.7% of the
answers.
Lastly, to identify where its graduates located for their careers, survey respondents were
asked to list their current area of residence. Forty percent reported that they were currently
15

located in the Lexington, KY area. The remaining 60% of alumni stated that their residence was
outside of the Lexington area. In total, nineteen states were represented by the survey
participants, as shown in the following map.

Cross Tabulations
The following cross following tabulations focus on how alumni perspectives and outcomes have
changed across generations of Martin School alumni. This is useful to both understand the
performance trends of the Martin School across key metrics and to also better realize how the
career experiences of alumni progress over time. All data is presented to show the percentage
of alumni responses for each question.
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Value of Degree on Career Objectives

Overall, how helpful do you feel your Martin School degree
has been in attaining your career objectives?
20+ years ago 3% 8%

10-19 years ago 0%

42%

17%

0-9 years ago 1%

0%

29%

20%

10%

47%

54%

31%

20%

Not Helpful

30%

47%

40%

50%

Somewhat Helpful

60%

Helpful

70%

80%

90%

100%

Very Helpful

A comparison across graduation “eras” reveals relatively consistent satisfaction levels. Higher
levels of satisfaction at the 10-19 and 20+ eras though could be a potential result of career
progression leading to higher satisfaction.
Satisfaction with Education Experience

Quality of Program
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

20+ years ago
Dissatisfied

10-19 years ago
Somewhat Dissatisfied

0-9 years ago
Somewhat Satisfied
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Satisfied

Quality of program satisfaction levels across graduation “eras” appear to overall dip for more
recent graduates.

Quality of Faculty
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

20+ years ago
Dissatisfied

10-19 years ago
Somewhat Dissatisfied

0-9 years ago
Somewhat Satisfied

Satisfied

Ratings of satisfaction with the quality of facilities appear to have either flatlined or slightly
dipped over the years.

Student/Faculty Interaction
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

20+ years ago
Dissatisfied

10-19 years ago
Somewhat Dissatisfied
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0-9 years ago
Somewhat Satisfied

Satisfied

Overall satisfaction levels with student/faculty interactions show mixed results across graduation
“eras”. High satisfaction levels are lower for more recent graduates, while “somewhat
satisfaction” ratings are improved.

Internship Opportunities
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

20+ years ago
Dissatisfied

10-19 years ago
Somewhat Dissatisfied

0-9 years ago
Somewhat Satisfied

Satisfied

Satisfaction levels are greatly improved for more recent graduates.

Quality of Facilities
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

20+ years ago
Dissatisfied

10-19 years ago
Somewhat Dissatisfied
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0-9 years ago
Somewhat Satisfied

Satisfied

Overall satisfaction level trends for the quality of facilities are mixed across graduation “eras”,
though high satisfaction ratings are remarkedly decreased for more recent graduates.

Professional Devleopment
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

20+ years ago
Dissatisfied

10-19 years ago
Somewhat Dissatisfied

0-9 years ago
Somewhat Satisfied

Satisfied

Satisfaction levels are overall increased with more recent graduates.
Skills and Knowledge Achievement

Body of Knowledge Attained from Program
20+ years ago

5%

10-19 years ago

6%

60%

0-9 years ago

7%

58%

0%

14%

10%

81%

20%

30%
Less

33%

35%

40%
Equal

20

50%
Greater

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Survey participants were asked if the body of knowledge the gained from the program met their
expectation. There is a significantly lower amount of recent graduates rating this as “greater”.

Practical Skills
20+ years ago

6%

63%

10-19 years ago 2%

0-9 years ago

47%

52%

14%

0%

31%

46%

10%

20%

30%
Less

41%

40%
Equal

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Greater

More recent graduates are responding that the practical skills they received from the program
were less than they expected.
Reputation of the Martin School

Martin School Reputation
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

20+ years ago

10-19 years ago

0-9 years ago

Quality of Graduates

Quality of Admitted Students

Quality of Faculty

Quality of Program

Concentrations Offered

Networking Opportunities
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The Martin School’s reputation is owed primarily to the perceived quality of its program,
graduates, and faculty.
Income

Income by Graduation Year Range
20+ years ago

7% 3% 7%

17%

10-19 years ago 2%2% 7%

0-9 years ago

6%

0%

28%

19%

10%

Under $30,000

66%

60%

26%

20%

30%

$30,001-45,000

28%

40%

50%

$45,001-60,000

60%

21%

70%

80%

$60,001-90,000

90%

100%

$90,001+

The data reveals consistent income growth with career progression with a substantial number of
participants listing incomes above $60,000.
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Job Functions

Job Functions

Quantitative Analysis
Strategic Planning
Strategic / Development
Fundraising / Development
Financial Management
Project Management
Consulting
Public Relations
Legislative Work
Lobbying
Personnel / HR Mgmt
Direct Service Provision
Contract Management
Policy Analysis
Teaching / Training
Research
Budgeting
Program Management
Program Evaluation
Program Implementation
Program Development
Supervision
0
20+ years ago

10

20

30

10-19 years ago

40

50

60

0-9 years ago
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70

80

NASPAA

90

100

As expected, alumni further along in their careers retain more job responsibilities. The NASPAA
data is for graduates from the academic year 2015-2016.
Limitations
While the survey findings provide useful insights into the characteristics and
perspectives of the Martin School’s alumni base, there are several limitations to the data
findings. Contact information for the alumni in the Martin School’s database is incomplete. As
noted previously there were no records of email addresses for 414 of the schools 1,100 alumni.
A reason for this gap in information can be partially attributed to the scope of the survey. The list
of alumni extends back to the start of the Martin School in 1976 and therefore the collection of
alumni email addresses is a relatively new practice for the school when compared to the length
of its history. This is especially a concern for contacting alumni who are farther removed from
graduation. Also, some of the listed emails were returned as undeliverable with no forwarding
address provided. This too restricted the ability for the survey to reach all alumni.
Even with the unavailability of some email addresses to be used in the survey, email
was still chosen over the alternative methods of mail, phone, and in-person for several reasons.
First, e-mail delivery provided the quickest, most efficient, and most cost-effective method for
delivery and allowed for instantaneous data collection. E-mail delivery also facilitated
anonymous data collection in a way that phone, mail, or in-person would be unable to replicate.
It was also anticipated that similar problems of possessing the correct alumni contact
information would still exist for the alternative methods as phone numbers and mailing
addresses are also subject to frequent change.
An additional limitation was the ability to precisely record certain statistics because of
concerns of anonymity and the effect such question structure would have on the response rate.
For example, a wider range of 10 years was used to record the graduation year of the survey
respondents instead of the specific year. Similarly, salaries were recorded using a broad range
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of options. Though the decision to broaden answer choices limited the accuracy of the survey, it
was determined during the survey’s design that the benefit of taking additional measures to
preserve survey participant anonymity outweighed the ability to precisely measure certain
information about alumni.

Conclusion and Recommendations
Adherence to Mission
Several questions in the survey asked respondents to reflect on how well the Martin
School prepared them to succeed in their career. Overall, the Martin School received high
marks on a variety of related categories. 81.8% considered their Martin School degree as either
“helpful” or “very helpful” in attaining their career objectives. A significant contingency of 16.8%
found value in the degree to a slightly lower extent or “somewhat helpful”.
Further, 93.7% of alumni responding to the survey considered the body of knowledge
that they gained was “equal” or “greater” than they expected. On a scale of 1 – 10 (with 10
indicating the greatest amount of relevance), survey respondents gave the Martin School
courses a 7.41 rating on their degree of relevance to their current job activities.
Overall, alumni are very satisfied with the quality of education they received and had
high remarks regarding the relevance and value the degree had on their careers.

Recommendations
1. Explore Continuing Education Opportunities
Survey respondents reported substantial interest in the idea of the Martin School offering
post-graduation continuing education opportunities. Notably, there was the greatest amount of
25

interest in classes for strategic planning and program evaluation with 61% and 53.6% of
respondents respectively responding favorably to this idea. A class on statistical analysis also
received a significant amount of interest, with 42.2% responding favorably.
Continuing education classes would not only be a way for the Martin School to continue
its mission of supporting public service leaders but would also provide a unique avenue of
alumni engagement. The classes could also be open to non-alumni to bring greater awareness
to the Martin School. This in turn could be a valuable recruiting tool to attract mid-career
professionals who may be interested in the school’s master’s degrees or certificate programs.
2. Online Research
The majority of survey respondents (being 32.5%) first learned about the Martin School
through online research. Therefore, the Martin School should continue to maximize the value of
its online resources, including its website and social media accounts, by frequently posting
student, faculty, and alumni activities and other Marin School events. Further analysis can be
implemented by comparing the Martin School’s design and use of its online platforms with the
other Top 25 public affairs programs in the United States. This will allow the Martin School to
identify any deficiencies to its current approach or recognize new avenues for engagement.
3. Using Survey Results for Student Recruitment
The data results from the survey can be used as a marketing tool for prospective
master’s students. Being able to explain the outcomes and satisfaction of alumni can help
demonstrate the value of both the degree and the quality that the Martin School possesses over
its competitors. For example, the Martin School could post the reported income information and
the positive feedback alumni have given about the value of their degree.
The results of the survey revealed that there was great diversity in the educational
backgrounds of those enrolling in the Martin School. Though political science and economics
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comprised the majority of undergraduate degree majors for those responding to the survey,
there were over 63 unique types of undergraduate degrees also represented.
This data reinforces the interdisciplinary nature of the MPA and MPP degrees and
associated career tracts. Recruitment efforts should continue to “cast a wide net” regarding
educational backgrounds and professional interests.
4. Continued Survey Engagement
Continued use of alumni surveys can enable better trend level data and more regular
engagement of alumni post-graduation. For example, future iterations of the alumni survey
could be collected and analyzed in concurrence with the next accreditation process. A sevenyear strategy could focus specifically on the perspectives and outcomes of the classes
graduating since the previous accreditation process. These surveys could be delayed several
years from graduation in order to allow the proper time for valid results. Repeated surveying
under this strategy will allow for more thorough trend level data that can more accurately reflect
specific changes in perspectives and outcomes of the alumni.

5. Alumni Engagement
As discussed in the section on the limitations of the study, there were numerous
instances of being unable to reach alumni because of missing or invalid email addresses. Again,
some of this can be attributed to the scope of the survey and including alumni who graduated
when email either did not exist or was not regularly collected. However, better engagement with
alumni could be obtained by possessing a more updated list of alumni contact information.
Strategies to improve on the existing list could include a universal solicitation effort for contact
information through the website and other channels and connection through other mediums
such as LinkedIn.
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The survey further revealed that a large contingency of alumni (approximately 40%) are
located in the Lexington, KY area. This provides an opportunity for continued in-person alumni
engagement including continuing education classes, job placement and internship connections,
and fundraising opportunities.
6. Statistical Programs
Stata is the preferred statistical analysis program used by the Martin School. However,
about 89.5% of the alumni surveyed who conduct statistical analysis as a part of their job do not
use this program. The majority of respondents (73.2%) reported that they use Excel, with the
remaining respondents reporting that they use either R, SPSS, or SAS. Since Stata is not
commonly used in the workplace, it would be beneficial to re-evaluate the large emphasis
placed on students to learn this specific program over several courses.
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Survey Results
Q1 - What is the name of the degree that you attained from the Martin School?

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Master of Public Administration

78.40%

127

2

Master of Public Policy

14.20%

23

3

Master of Health Administration

7.41%

12

Total

100%

162
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Q2 - While enrolled in the Martin School, were you considered a full time (at
least nine credit hours a semester) or part time student?

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Full Time

72.84%

118

2

Part Time

17.28%

28

3

Alternation of Full Time and Part Time Status

9.88%

16

Total

100%

162
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Q3 - How long ago did you graduate from the Martin School?

#

Answer

%

Count

1

0-9 years ago

47.20%

76

2

10-19 years ago

30.43%

49

3

20+ years ago

22.36%

36

Total

100%

161
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Q4 - How many years of full-time work experience did you have prior to
enrolling in the Martin School?

#

Answer

%

Count

1

0-1 year

49.07%

79

2

2-5 years

27.95%

45

3

5+ years

22.98%

37

Total

100%

161
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Q5 - What was your employment status during your enrollment in the Martin
School

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Full Time

33.33%

54

2

Part Time

30.86%

50

3

Internship

17.28%

28

4

Unemployed

8.64%

14

5

Other (if varying throughout enrollment, please specify)

9.88%

16

Total

100%

162
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Q6 - Name any additional graduate degrees that you received in addition to
your Martin School master's degree.
Name any additional graduate degrees that you received in addition to your Martin School master's
degree.
Master of Historic Preservation
Ph.D.
none
Master of Family Studies
Juris doctorate
MA & MS
MDiv
PhD
Ph.D. in Public Affairs
LLM (Master of Law), Sofia University, Bulgaria
Master of Accounting
JD
Juris Doctor
PhD in higher education
none
Graduate Certificate in Health Administration, MS (Sports Management), Graduate Certificate in
Health Information Technology
MS in Journalism
PH.D.
NA
none
Master of Business Administration
PharmD
None
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Graduate Certificate in Public Financial Management
MBA
Master of Experimental Psychology from UK
masters of computer science
none
PhD in Public Policy
N/A
MPH
JD
PhD
NA
PhD from University of Louisville
PharmD
MA - History
JD
PhD
None
Master of Global Studies
Master of Science, Geology
J.D., University of Louisville
N/A
MS and PhD
Not a degree, but earned a Graduate Certificate in Lean Systems.
Graduate Certificate in Historic Preservation
None
Juris Doctor
Master of Science Library Media Education
n/a
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j.d.
Master of Arts in Music History (CWRU 1994), Graduate Certificate in Environmental Systems (U of KY
2003)
MA, Communications, UK
none
PharmD
Master of Arts in Secondary Social Studies Education
Graduate Certificate in Public Financial Management
Currently working on PhD
None
MBA, JD
Master's in Science in Education and Polilcy
JD
PhD, political science, University of Kentucky
JD (but not from UK)
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Q7 - Please list your undergraduate major(s).

Please list your undergraduate major(s).
Economics, Political Science
Political Science
Economics
Political Science
English Education
Sociology & Anthropology
Biology
Political Science
Accounting
Social Work and Education
Psychology
Political Science
Economics
Religion
Political Science
Economics; Globalization & International Affairs
Animal Science/Pre-Veterinary Medicine
Philosophy
Political Science
Bachelor of Science
Sociology & Political Science
Business Management & Economics
Public administration
Political Science
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social work
History and Political Science
Public Administration
LLM (Master of Law), Sofia University, Bulgaria
Bachelor of Accounting
Political Science
Merchandising, Apparel, & Textiles
Agriculture Public Service & Leadership
Commerce, Language, and Culture
Theatre Arts
Business Economics
Accounting, Communications
economics and political science
Business Administration
zoology
Political Science
BA Organizational Management
Music Education
Government, Economics
BS in Kinesiology
Biology, Clinical Laboratory Science
Bachelor of Arts in History & in Political Science
Broadcast Journalism
Economics, Business Management
Integrated Strategic Communications
Family and Consumer Sciences
World Politics
Economics (BA)
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History & political science
Political Science
Financial Planning
n/a
BBA - Marketing
Economics
Philosophy, Spanish, minor in Political Science
Major in Politics w/ English Minor
Business Administration
Political Science, Economics
Political science
Psychology
Political Science / English
political science
BA - Organizational and Speech Communication
Government with emphasis in Regional Analysis & Public Policy, Public Relations Minor
Political science
Arts Administration
Engineering
English
Finance, Marketing, and Management
Economics
Psychology
Accounting
Health Sciences, Spanish
Emergency Medicine
Pol Sci
BA in Education
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French
Sociology, French, Spanisyh
Political Science and Integrated Strategic Communications
Business Administration
Psychology
Health Administration
BHS
BA - History and Psychology
BA-Economics
Political Science
Philosophy and Political Science
Political Science
BBA Marketing
Business Administration
BA, Political Science
BS Biology/Chemistry double major
political science
Communication & Cultural Anthropology
Spanish & Latin American Studies
Criminal Justice
Anthropology
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
Exercise Science
B.S. Journalism
Mathematics, Art History
political science
Sociology
Economics and Philosophy
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Journalism
BA Economics
Integrated Strategic Communications
Psychology
Biology
Biology with Minor in Art Studio
Finance
English, classics
Natural Resource Conservation
Political Science
Environmental Resources (BS)
Psychology BA
Sociology
BS Psychology
Music History
economics
Economics
Political Science
Russian and Eastern Studies
BA Finance
BA, Communications, Penn State
Economics
business
Bachelor of Business Administration
Political Science
Journalism
Political Science
Pre pharmacy
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Secondary Social Studies Education
Business
Business Administration
Biology, Political Science
history
Public Affairs
Biology
Business & Economics
International studies
BA Journalism
Political Science, minor in Philosophy and Finance
Political Science/ Business Administration
Business Finance
Political Science
Economics and Business
Sociology
Journalism
Economics
Political Science
Political science
English Education
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Q9 - Overall, how helpful do you feel your Martin School degree has been in
attaining your career objectives?

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Not Helpful

1.25%

2

2

Somewhat Helpful

16.88%

27

3

Helpful

32.50%

52

4

Very Helpful

49.38%

79

Total

100%

160
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Q10 - One a scale of 1 - 10, where 1 represents "not at all" and 10 represents
"very well", do you feel the Martin School prepared you to:

#
1
2
3
4
5

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Lead and manage in public
governance
To participate in and contribute
to the public policy process
To analyze, synthesize, think
critically, solve problems, and
make decisions
To articulate and apply a public
service perspective
To communicate and interact
productively with a diverse and
changing workforce and
citizenry

Std
Variance Count
Deviation

1.00

10.00

7.35

1.81

3.27

158

1.00

10.00

7.57

1.86

3.46

159

1.00

10.00

8.53

1.55

2.40

160

2.00

10.00

8.16

1.65

2.72

159

2.00

10.00

7.74

1.92

3.67

160
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Q11 - What is the likelihood that you would recommend the Martin School
specifically to potential students seeking an MPA or MPP degree?

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Unlikely

1.90%

3

2

Somewhat Likely

9.49%

15

3

Likely

29.11%

46

4

Very Likely

59.49%

94

Total

100%

158
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Q12 - Recalling your time as a student, please indicate what best describes your
level of satisfaction with the following categories:
Martin School Satisfaction
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Dissatisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied

Somewhat Satisified

Satisfied

#

Field

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std Deviation

Variance

Count

1

Quality of Program

2.00

4.00

3.74

0.52

0.27

159

2

Quality of Faculty

1.00

4.00

3.71

0.58

0.33

160

3

Student/Faculty Interaction

2.00

4.00

3.61

0.60

0.36

160

4

Internship Opportunities

1.00

4.00

3.13

0.93

0.87

156

5

Student Social Events

1.00

4.00

3.06

0.83

0.69

158

6

Quality of Facilities

1.00

4.00

3.26

0.83

0.69

159

7

Professional Development

1.00

4.00

3.14

0.78

0.61

160
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Somewhat
dissatisfied

Question Dissatisfied
Quality of
Program
Quality of
Faculty
Student/Faculty
Interaction
Internship
Opportunities
Student Social
Events
Quality of
Facilities
Professional
Development

Somewhat
Satisfied

Satisfied

Total

0.00%

0

3.77%

6

18.87% 30

77.36% 123

159

1.25%

2

2.50%

4

20.63% 33

75.63% 121

160

0.00%

0

6.25% 10

26.88% 43

66.88% 107

160

6.41% 10

18.59% 29

30.13% 47

44.87%

70

156

5.06%

8

16.46% 26

45.57% 72

32.91%

52

158

3.77%

6

13.84% 22

35.22% 56

47.17%

75

159

3.13%

5

15.00% 24

46.25% 74

35.63%

57

160
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Q13 - Was the body of knowledge you gained in the Martin School courses less,
equal to, or greater than you expected?

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Less

6.25%

10

2

Equal

56.25%

90

3

Greater

37.50%

60

Total

100%

160
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Q14 - Were the practical skills you obtained in the Martin School courses less,
equal to, or greater than you expected?

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Less

8.23%

13

2

Equal

53.80%

85

3

Greater

37.97%

60

Total

100%

158
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Q15 - On a scale of 1 - 10, where 1 represents "not relevant" and 10 represents
"very relevant", overall how relevant to your job were Martin School courses?

#
1

Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Martin School Course
Relevance

0.00

10.00

51

7.41

Std
Variance Count
Deviation
2.17

4.70

158

Q16 - Which of the following factors do you feel contribute to the reputation of
the Martin School? (Select all that apply)

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Quality of Graduates

22.17%

131

2

Quality of Admitted Students

8.46%

50

3

Quality of Program

22.67%

134

4

Quality of Faculty

23.69%

140

5

Concentrations Offered

12.69%

75

6

Networking Opportunities

10.32%

61

Total

100%

591
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Q17 - How did you first learn about the Martin School?

#

Answer

%

Count

1

My Social Media Network

0.00%

0

2

Undergraduate Program Faculty or Staff Referral

23.13%

37

3

Online Research

32.50%

52

4

U.S. World New Rankings

7.50%

12

5

Family/Friends

10.63%

17

6

Employer or co-workers

8.75%

14

7

Other

17.50%

28

Total

100%

160
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Q18 - If the Martin School were to offer continuing education classes for alumni
(online and/or in-person), what subjects would you have the greatest interest in
being offered? (Select all that apply)
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Q18_7_TEXT - Other
Other - Text
Organizational Development
Urban and Regional Planning
Organizational Behavior
Legislation
Nonprofit excutive management
Being a supervisor, motivating and rewarding staff, handling difficult employees
Economic Impact Models
None
More of a collective impact focus that would help professionals better work in cross-sector
engagements; diversity, inclusion and equity topics; management and leadership topics
Economic Development/Public Projects
large group facilitation and leadership
Project Management
Process improvement, quality analysis, insurance reimbursement, market research
Local government management or performance management.
Public Project Finance
Classes specifically geared towards learning data analysis programs like SPSS, Stata, Excel, etc.
Cultural/current trends in Management..."customer emphasis for public interactions", technology
advances...data analytics, mobile devices as interface with public customer, autonomous
vehicles/drones, public safety and emergency management, etc.
Public Sector Analytics
Continuous Improvement
Event coordination for non-profits
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Q19 - Please share any other comments or suggestions you would like to make
to the Martin School.

Please share any other comments or suggestions you would like to make to the Martin School.
I have shared professional news w/ both Martin School and new home of MHA, and neither so much
as put it in a newsletter, on the website, or anything. That was disappointing.
Thank you to all of the faculty and students who helped me through the program! Completing the
program was rough but well worth it.
PA642 was my most valuable course.
I enjoyed my time at the Martin School and value my degree. The faculty were, as a rule, top notch.
I'm not sure now the quality of faculty but hope they are like the great teachers I had.
To provide some context for my responses, I was in the one-year program.
The Martin School prepared me well for a career at the University.
I had a fantastic experience as a student at the Martin School. The faculty worked to not only share
their areas of expertise, but placed a great emphasis on a student's future career plans. I walked out
of the Martin School with an MPA degree and the tools I needed to strategically apply for jobs in the
public sector.
Diverse thoughts shouldn't be divisive, neither left or right is always right
Regarding capstone, I got zero feedback from my advisor and she then challenged me on the very
things I had asked her help with throughout the process. I got a perfectly fine end result, but that will
forever taint my thoughts and experiences with the Martin School.
If not already available, I would add advanced curriculum on leadership in navigating organizational
change.
Much more practice writing policy briefs and memos. My class got shortchanged in that area and it is
very important--especially if graduates are applying for competitive fellowships, short written pieces
will be asked for and the Martin School does a less than average job of helping students develop a
portfolio of such work. I would also vouch for more emphasis on content building. Graduates should
not only have an understanding of statistical analysis and program evaluation, they should have work
examples of building agency-internal reports and public-facing reports (with infographics using
descriptive statistics) from data. That's much more marketable than simply knowing what a p-value is
(both are important, but the former pays and the latter doesn't so much unless you pursue a PhD). A
few remaining thoughts of less importance: (1) I think the Martin School did a pretty good job of
steering capstones to useful subjects during my time there (class of 2018), but I think more can be
done to stress to students that they ought to pick a real issue facing the public and nonprofit sector
and try to solve it. I think this is an area where faculty can be more pushy, emphasizing to students
that, their capstone should add tangible value to the public sector. (2) I think the strategic planning
curriculum is very outdated. Outside, of the Martin School I don't hear anyone talking about Balanced
Scorecard anymore. (3) Lastly, Project Management is trendy and pays well even in the public sector.
My mentor told me that a PMP is more marketable than an MPA at this point. I think that it is worth
the Martin School's time to look into what it would take to be the premier MPA program in the
nation for offering its students Project Management skills and experience.
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Dr. Wilson's professional development course and Dr. Blanton's nonprofit management course are
the only courses that I've applied in my professional career. I think the nonprofit management
concentration is a very big gap in the Martin School. I met with a professor prior to applying to the
Martin School and he reassured me that if nonprofit management is what I wanted to do, the Martin
School was the place for me. After graduating, I can't say I agree with that statement.
Being out of the public sector workforce for a couple years has made it difficult to transition back into
it, continuing ed classes would be very helpful to me and other alumni
Great program & faculty! I was well-prepared for my PhD program. I would add a PA & Democracy
course to the masters program and I’d absolutely continue the capstone projects— an excellent
learning experience.
The Martin School is an outstanding program. It might serve the program well to demonstrate to
potential students the role that graduates can play relevant to current topics (globalized economy,
health care transformation, immigration reform, etc.)
The Martin School faculty are outstanding. They are the foundation for success.
It concerns me that this survey seems to segregate public and non-profit topics. I do wish/hope that
the school is doing a better job of training students to work across sectors, rather than having a
continued focus only on the public sector.
I think it would help to maintain a network of graduates by posting an alumni directory with e-mail
contact information accessible to all alumni.
I discover additional benefits from my Martin School preparation every single day in both my paid and
volunteer work. I could never have guessed now valuable organizational theory/management would
be. I find that the data analysis training, although arguably my most enjoyable courses, is ultimately
left behind due to lack of data or data limitations in my real world activities. I am encouraged by the
ability to rely on the frames of organizational management to achieve goals when data is not available
to show measured outcomes. That said, I work consistently to propose new initiatives that include
"measurables" so true outcomes can be demonstrated going forward.
The only reason I was dissatisfied with internship options is that I was a full-time employee. My boss
at the time was not willing to let me change any existing duties to even do a mini-internship within
the office. I feel like I really missed out by not having an internship experience, but I"m not sure
Martin could have done much to help with that.
My focus while at the Martin School was on environmental policy/issues, I never felt a real connection
between our course work and my area of emphasis.
Since I did healthcare administration, this may not be applicable, but my biggest disappointment was
that the professor I had most frequently was the most inexperienced. He changed class format for
the four classes I had him and treated us more like undergraduate students.
I attended over 10 years ago. At that time the school/faculty did nothing to help me find a meaningful
internship or employment after graduation. Attention was paid to a handful of students and very little
time was given to others. Even years afterwards, I gain no benefit from being an alumni from this
program. Networking is basically non-existent. I have yet to receive any help or even an introduction
for a job from the faculty or fellow alumni. Especially for people who would like to stay and work in
Lexington, having connections through the program would be the most helpful. I had to move out of
town for work even though my family lives in Lexington because I could not find employment.
Please make something comperable to Virginia Tech's Local Government Management Certificate.
There are many retired city managers in Kentucky who love UKY and the Martin School who would
love to come and teach an adjunct class. They can bring in experience and challenge students with
real life cases they experienced in their career. Overall the program needs to do a better job at
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catering to students interested in local goverment with electives. This could be project management
courses as well. Also, please offer intermidet and advanced excel classes once or twice a semester,
free of charge for students. This helps with analytical skills and producing a professional looking
product for supervisors in the work place.
There needs to be more of an effort to connect graduating students with job opportunities.
The professional development class taught by Dr. Wilson was very helpful.
I feel the faculty was focused on doctoral students and didn't provide support for those with differing
viewpoints. I felt I needed an additional graduate degree to reach my full potential.
Greater connection to professionals outside academia
My internship launched my career. It would be extremely advantageous for students if the faculty
invested time in setting up internships. Tapping into local governments need for problem solving and
offering up internships to student/faculty on tackling those local problems...
Focus on professional skill development of students. Become more active in community outreach and
providing information services e.g. surveys, data and analysis, etc.
The Martin School could benefit from a more diverse (race, gender, socioeconomic background)
faculty as well as student body.
I find the skills I learned at the Martin School to be very valuable in may career. Some of the more
valuable skills were ones I did not see as being relevant to my career during the time I was in school,
but later turned out to be very relevant. My one criticism of the Martin School is maintaining
availability of classes. I ended up taking the Environmental Economics course as an independent
study due to a small registration for the class. It was an important class for my career and the
independent study version I don't believe was of the quality of a full class.
continuing ed online courses are good idea
My experience would have been enhanced with more exposure to instructors with practical/realworld experience. Graduates are preparing to work for government and non-profit organizations -they should be learning directly from individuals with experience in those fields. I have found no use
for the non-practical theory coursework in my career.
Love the Martin School. Would’ve loved to learn more Stata though in the MPA program
It was exactly what I needed to redirect my career
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Q8 - One year after graduating from the Martin School, which best describes
your employment status?

#

Answer

%

Count

1

I did not change jobs

15.82%

25

2

I obtained my first career job while I was enrolled in the Martin School

19.62%

31

3

I obtained my first career job

32.91%

52

4

I obtained jobs after I graduated

18.99%

30

5

I pursued further education

8.86%

14

6

I remained unemployed

3.80%

6

Total

100%

158
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Q20 - What is your current employment status?

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Employed full-time

86.16%

137

2

Employed part-time

1.26%

2

3

Unemployed, but seeking employment

2.52%

4

4

Unemployed, but not seeking employment

1.89%

3

5

Retired

4.40%

7

6

Continuing my education

3.14%

5

7

Other

0.63%

1

Total

100%

159
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Q21 - If currently employed, please indicate your sector of employment.

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Private Sector

11.81%

17

2

Non-Profit or Non-Governmental Organization

36.11%

52

3

Federal, National, or Central Government

11.81%

17

4

State, Provincial, or Regional Government

20.14%

29

5

City, County, or other Local Government

4.86%

7

6

Other (please specify)

15.28%

22

Total

100%

144
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Q22 - If currently employed, please specify the primary subjects or your work.
(Select all that apply)
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#

Answer

%

Count

1

Human Service / Social Services

6.97%

20

2

Health

10.80%

31

3

Education

16.72%

48

4

Advocacy / Lobbying

4.53%

13

5

Elected Officials / Political Parties

4.18%

12

6

Environmental Issues, Natural Resources, or Animal Welfare

5.57%

16

7

Infrastructure, Transportation, Utilities

4.18%

12

8

Community, Economic, or Workforce Development

10.10%

29

9

Trade or Trade Regulation

0.70%

2

10

Auditing

1.05%

3

11

Philanthropy / Grant Making

4.18%

12

12

International Development or Relations

1.05%

3

13

Security, Military, Law Enforcement, or Corrections

2.79%

8

14

Judicial System or Justice Issues

2.79%

8

15

Religion or Faith-based Organization

0.00%

0

16

Human Rights

0.70%

2

17

Arts and Culture

1.39%

4

18

Communications, Media, or Libraries

2.44%

7

19

Local Government or Regional Issues

6.97%

20

20

Science / Technology

2.79%

8

21

Other (please specify)

10.10%

29

Total

100%

287
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Q23 - Please indicate which activities you have done in the capacity of your
employment? (Select all that apply)

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Supervision

6.93%

105

2

Program Development

6.27%

95

3

Program Implementation

6.07%

92

64

4

Program Evaluation

7.00%

106

5

Program Management

6.07%

92

6

Budget Preparation / Administration

6.20%

94

7

Research

6.20%

94

8

Teaching / Training

4.55%

69

9

Policy Analysis

5.74%

87

10

Contract Management

3.76%

57

11

Direct Service Provision

1.45%

22

12

Personnel / Human Resources Management

3.56%

54

13

Lobbying

1.25%

19

14

Legislative Work

3.23%

49

15

Outreach / Communications / Public Relations

4.49%

68

16

Consulting

1.98%

30

17

Project Management

6.07%

92

18

Financial Management

4.22%

64

19

Fundraising / Development

2.44%

37

20

Strategic / Development

4.03%

61

21

Strategic Planning

5.81%

88

22

Conduct Quantitative Analyses Using Statistical Methods

2.24%

34

23

Other (please specify)

0.40%

6

Total

100%

1515
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Q23_23_TEXT - Other (please specify)
Other (please specify) - Text
Conduct qualitative analyses
Financial Planning
IT
Policy formation (draft policy that is adopted by executive branch)
Grant writing.
Statistical analysis
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Q24 - If you conduct statistical analyses as part of your job, please indicate
which program you primarily use.

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Stata

10.47%

9

2

R

4.65%

4

3

SPSS

4.65%

4

4

Excel

73.26%

63

5

Other (please specify)

6.98%

6

Total

100%

86

67

Q24_5_TEXT - Other (please specify)
Other (please specify) - Text
SAS
SAS
SAS
Summary stats only (so far) using Tableau and Excel pivot tables
Excel is very prevalent, we use other dashboard based software on SAS database.
None
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Q25 - Please indicate where best describes the location of your current
employment. If unemployed or retired, please indicate where you currently
reside.

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Lexington, KY (including surrounding area)

40.91%

63

2

Kentucky (excluding the Lexington area)

16.88%

26

3

Washington D.C. (including surrounding area)

9.09%

14

4

United States, excluding KY and Washington D.C. (Please indicate state)

29.87%

46

5

International (please indicate country)

3.25%

5

Total

100%

154

69

Q25_4_TEXT - United States, excluding KY and Washington D.C. (Please indicate
state)
United States, excluding KY and Washington D.C. (Please indicate state) - Text
PA
Texas
Georgia
Iowa
Cincinnati
Ohio
Michigan
North Carolina
Florida
Colorado
California
Ohio
Ohio
Massachusetts
Indiana
Indianapolis, IN
Washington State
Georgia
Athens, Georgia
Massachusetts
Cincinnati, OH
Palisades, New York
Missouri
MI
Florida
70

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Virginia
Ohio
Florida
Illinois
Indiana
Colorado
PA
Indiana
Texas
Utah
GA
Florida
Indiana
Georgia

Q25_5_TEXT - International (please indicate country)
International (please indicate country) - Text
Turkey
Bulgaria
Thailand
Indonesia
Panama
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Q26 - Please indicate your current job-related income level (before taxes and
deductions)

#

Answer

%

Count

1

Under $30,000

4.79%

7

2

$30,001 - $45,000

10.96%

16

3

$45,001 - $60,000

16.44%

24

4

$60,001 - $90,000

26.03%

38

5

$90,001+

41.78%

61

Total

100%

146
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